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(requested confidentiality) white male, date of birth voluntarily appeared at the Charlotte office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) on instant date was apprised of the identity of the interviewing agents by show of credentials, then voluntarily provided the following information:

currently resides at with provided his home telephone number as and mobile number as telephonically contacted the FBI office in Milwaukee to report that he served in the United States Army at with Wade Michael Page. observed national media coverage of the recent shootings at the Sikh Temple of Wisconsin and recognized a photograph of Page. was aware that Page died during the incident.

has been employed as about Page.

expressed his concern that the United States Army has recently taken some negative criticism in the media for some military personnel having racist views.

stated that he was surprised to learn that the incident involved victims at a Sikh temple. stated that he would not have been surprised if the victims were African-Americans, because of Page's openly racist views. When asked, reported that because of Page's previous Psy-Ops training, Page should certainly have known the difference between the Sikh and Islamic religions added that although Page expressed anti-African American views, Page had a disdain for anyone who was non-white.

advised that he and Page were
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recalled that Page displayed several White Supremacist Extremist (WSE) tattoos on his body. One tattoo was on Page's calf. Page used to drive a Volkswagen Thing, which was designed on the platform of a Nazi staff car. reported that Page would usually be "fine" during the daytime, but at night "Mr. Hyde came out". Page used to wear navy blue combat "skinhead type" boots. Page used to give a fellow soldier named a hard time about favoring and dating Latino women. stated that Page "creeped him out".

is not affiliated with any WSE groups.

reported that Page had a friend named and Page were drinking buddies. lived in to Page. Page and were known to routinely consume a bottle and one half of bourbon over the course of an evening. learned this information from . Page was eventually demoted from the rank of Sergeant to a Specialist for being drunk in his room on several occasions and failing to show up for formation. Page was also charged with absent without leave (AWOL). Page was kicked out of the Army in October of 1998.

and Page frequently listened to loud WSE music in Page's room. expressed some racist beliefs, but not to the extent that Page did. for the most part laughed at Page. frequently drank with Page and was fairly close to him. was a

Page kept a personally owned 9mm pistol in his barracks room, which was a violation of the base policy.

In or about moved to may have become while he was friends with Page. may have been employed as a and may have been named recalled that while

(Writers note: may be identifiable with white male, date of birth, , SSAN, address)
An individual with the same name is employed by

While Page was still enlisted at Ft. Bragg, Page attended a party where he openly told racist jokes targeting African-Americans. This behavior was reported to Page's Commander by a (phonetic). The Army launched an internal investigation in December of 1998. The investigation was initiated by Mostly everyone in the unit was interviewed to determine if there was a systemic radical element among the troops. The result of the internal investigation was that the racist beliefs were limited only to Page who had already been discharged. recalled that Page's was

Page did not have any girlfriends during the 1997-1998 time frame that is aware of. After Page left Ft. Bragg, he moved to Colorado.

Page did not like . Page never said anything

Page was friends with an individual named who was lived off of in NC. Both and Page frequently attended a local club/bar in Fayetteville together, and that is how they became friends. was because he was "a goof-ball" according to

was to

moved to may currently reside in and requested that this information be kept confidential.
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Title: (U) Research of Page's phone numbers

Date: 08/14/2012

To: 

From: SAN DIEGO

Contact: 

Approved By: SSA

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
   AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Check to determine if the phone number of Wade Page was in contact with 

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U) 2012 DMV Photo
2. (U) 2012 Arrest Photo

Details:

UNCLASSIFIED
Title: (U) Research of Page, phone numbers
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/14/2012

On 08/13/2012, SA requested IOA to determine if the telephone number of subject Wade Page was in contact with the telephone numbers of and are known Hammerskin members.

IOA queried

The telephone number for was known as

Through recent research, IOA recalled
Sentinel indicates that in September, 2011, a source provided the telephone number for [redacted] as [redacted].

[redacted] is described as follows:

Name: [redacted]
DOB: [redacted]
Sex: Male
Race: White
Hair: [redacted]
Eyes: [redacted]
Height: [redacted]
Weight: [redacted]
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) Research of Page, phone numbers
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/14/2012

Address as of

OLN:

SSN:

+++
date of birth

telephone number

interviewed in the parking lot of his residence address of

After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

After being introduced to the interviewing Agents, said he was expecting to be interviewed. said he knew that the interview was about WADE MICHAEL PAGE. When asked how he knew about the interview, stated that told him that he had been interviewed by the FBI regarding PAGE. was shown multiple photos of PAGE and stated that the individual in the photos was PAGE.

said he did not know PAGE well even though has known PAGE for a couple of years. saw PAGE in when questioned as to why was in he stated that he was there with some "friends" and that they were just hanging out. To the best of knowledge did not think that PAGE had been to San Diego. PAGE was in Orange County California on Valentine's Day 2011. PAGE was at a "show" but could not recall if PAGE played with a band at the show or if PAGE was in attendance at the show stated that he knew PAGE was in the bands "End Apathy" and "Definate Hate."

did not maintain regular contact with PAGE. that later stated were HAMMERSKINS,

Talked with PAGE PAGE PAGE said that this conversation took place

PAGE stated that he might make it out for the concert but he never did. had not heard from PAGE for a while, at least a couple of months, maybe four or five months, and therefore did not know why PAGE did not attend the concert.
Even though ______ did not know PAGE well, he was surprised to learn that PAGE was involved in the shooting. ______ said that PAGE most have lost his "shit" and gone crazy because shooting people like PAGE did were the actions of a crazy person. ______ said that even though PAGE had lost his job and ______ it was not an excuse for what PAGE did, referring to the shooting. The HAMMERSKINS are against this type of violence. The HAMMERSKINS goal is to be aligned with the 14 words. ______ could not recall the 14 words but stated that it was the 14 words but not in a violent way.

______ was shown a picture of ______ knew the individual in the photo as ______ was ______ but PAGE ______ and he did not know why.

______ stated that he did not know anyone whom PAGE would associate with in Wisconsin, other than ______ did not know why PAGE was involved with the shooting or anyone that might have been involved or anyone that would have known about the shooting prior to it taking place.

Prior to moving to Wisconsin, PAGE was living near ______ some place in the south, maybe Florida. PAGE and ______ did not ______ believed that ______ and PAGE knew each other because they were both Confederate Hammerskins (CHS). When PAGE moved to Wisconsin, ______ did not move ______ knew PAGE "pretty well," better than ______

PAGE is a patched HAMMERSKIN but ______ did not know who gave PAGE his patch. ______ estimated that PAGE had been a "Hammerskin" for about a year, if he had to take a guess.

______ knows ______ through HAMMERSKIN events and ______ does not know ______ to have any violent tendencies. ______ was shown multiple photos of ______ that ______ identified as ______ stated that ______ was a Confederate Hammerskin.

______ lives with ______ is looking for other work. ______ stated that he does not own a gun.

There were approximately 65 individuals in attendance at the concert. The HAMMERSKIN group ______
When questioned as to the leadership of the group, ______ stated that there was no leader and that the Hammerskins were a "leaderless resistance."
______ was unwilling to provide any information about members of the group. After SA ______ told ______ that he ______ forgot to mention that ______ was a member of the group; ______ stated that yes, ______ was a member
the concert was held. [Writer's note: the above mentioned concert was
called the "Summer of Hate" and was put on by the Western Hammerskins and
the Northwest Hammerskins under the name "The West Coast Firm," the concert
was held on July 21, 2012 at the Veterans of Foreign War (VFW) Hall located
at 136 Chambers Street, El Cajon, CA.]

was unable to name other groups at the show. SA stated that
he was surprised to learn that the Supreme Power Skins (SPS) were in
attendance at the event and asked if the HAMMERSKINS associated with
SPS. stated that the HAMMERSKINS did not associated with SPS or
other skinhead groups in the area. The concert was an "open invite" and
other groups were welcome to attend the concert. stated that the SPS
were "shit bags."

was shown a photo of stated he did
not know
looks for other work.
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Import Form

Form Type: INSERT
Date: 08/14/2012

Title: (U) Review of Officer squad car footage from August 5, 2012.

Approved By: SSA

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-NW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) To document SA review of video footage from Officer squad car.

UNCLASSIFIED
The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent

At Milwaukee, Wisconsin:

On August 8, 2012, SA[ ] reviewed video footage from the vehicle camera system within the squad car of Officer[ ] Oak Creek Police Department in Oak Creek, Wisconsin. The video footage captured portions of a violent confrontation that occurred on August 5, 2012, at the Sikh Temple, 7512 South Howell, Oak Creek, Wisconsin.
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Title: (U) ERT Search Package

Approved By: SSA

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) ERT Search Package.

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U) ERT Package containing above documents
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Title: (U) Report of Orion Lead covered by Charlotte

Date: 08/14/2012

To: 

From: CHARLOTTE

Contact: 

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Interview of on 08/10/2012

Administrative Notes: (U) All persons interviewed were furnished the appropriate provisions of the Privacy Act. Expressed promises of confidentiality, both limited and unlimited, have been granted to the following individuals:

Package Copy: (U) Being forwarded under separate cover are the following item(s):

FD-302 of 1A original notes of interview

Details:

In response to Orion Lead Charlotte interviewed on 08/10/2012 at the Charlotte Files Office. Milwaukee may consider setting a lead to interview white male, date of birth, SSAN address
An individual with the same name is employed by [redacted] was a close associate of Wade Michael Page between 1997-1998 while they were stationed at Ft. Bragg. The results of the interview of [redacted] are as follows:

(requested confidentiality) white male, date of birth [redacted] voluntarily appeared at the Charlotte office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) on instant date. [redacted] was apprised of the identity of the interviewing agents by show of credentials, [redacted] then voluntarily provided the following information:

[redacted] currently resides at [redacted] provided his home telephone number as [redacted] and mobile number as [redacted] telephonically contacted the FBI office in Milwaukee to report that he served in the United States Army at [redacted] with Wade Michael Page. [redacted] observed national media coverage of the recent shootings at the Sikh Temple of Wisconsin and recognized a photograph of Page. [redacted] was aware that Page died during the incident.

[redacted] has been employed as [redacted] about Page.

[redacted] expressed his concern that the United States Army has recently taken some negative criticism in the media for some military personnel having racist views.

[redacted] stated that he was surprised to learn that the incident involved victims at a Sikh temple. [redacted] stated that he would not have been surprised if the victims were African-Americans, because of Page's openly racist views. When asked, [redacted] reported that because of Page's previous Psy-Ops training, Page should certainly have known
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) Report of Orion Lead covered by Charlotte
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/14/2012

the difference between the Sikh and Islamic religions. added that although Page expressed anti-African American views, Page had a disdain for anyone who was non-white.

advised that he and Page were

was in

from Page.

with Page. only knew Page for and has had no contact with him since Page was never deployed for a "real world" mission.

recalled that Page displayed several White Supremacist Extremist (WSE) tattoos on his body. One tattoo was on Page's calf. Page used to drive a Volkswagen Thing, which was designed on the platform of a Nazi staff car. reported that Page would usually be "fine" during the daytime, but at night "Mr. Hyde came out". Page used to wear navy blue combat "skinhead type" boots. Page used to give a fellow soldier named a hard time about favoring and dating Latino women. stated that Page "creeped him out".

is not affiliated with any WSE groups.

reported that Page had a friend named and Page were drinking buddies. lived in to Page. Page and were known to routinely consume a bottle and one half of bourbon over the course of an evening. learned this information from Page was eventually demoted from the rank of Sergeant to a Specialist for being drunk in his room on several occasions and failing to show up for formation. Page was also charged with absent without leave (AWOL). Page was kicked out of the Army in October of 1998.

and Page frequently listened to loud WSE music in Page's room. expressed some racist beliefs, but not to the extent that Page
did. frequently drank with Page and was fairly close to him. Page kept a personally owned 9mm pistol in his barracks room, which was a violation of the base policy.

In or about moved to he may have become while he was friends with Page. may have been employed as a and may have been named recalled that while

(Writers note: may be identifiable with white male, date of birth, SSAN address An individual with the same name is employed by

While Page was still enlisted at Ft. Bragg, Page attended a party where he openly told racist jokes targeting African-Americans. This behavior was reported to Page's Commander by a (phonetic). The Army launched an internal investigation in December of 1998. The investigation was initiated by Mostly everyone in the unit was interviewed to determine if there was a systemic radical element among the troops. The result of the internal investigation was that the racist beliefs were limited only to Page who had already been discharged. recalled that Page's was

Page did not have any girlfriends during the 1997-1998 time frame that is aware of. After Page left Ft. Bragg, he moved to Colorado.

Page did not like Also, Page never said anything
Page was friends with an individual named [redacted] who was [redacted] lived off of [redacted] in [redacted] NC. Both [redacted] and Page frequently attended a local club/bar in Fayetteville together, and that is how they became friends. [redacted] because he was "a goof-ball" according to [redacted] was to [redacted] moved to [redacted] may currently reside in [redacted] and requested that this information be kept confidential.

**
DATE OF ENTRY 08/14/2012

DATE OF BIRTH (DOB) ___________________ CELLULAR TELEPHONE ___________________

Number ___________________ was interviewed at her residence located at ___________________

After being advised of the identity of the interviewing agents and the nature of the interview, ___________________

provided the following information:

______________________________

stated that ___________________

She has attempted to contact ___________________

and met Page in North Carolina when PAGE ___________________ has not seen ___________________

Page were in ___________________

PAGE told ___________________

that PAGE was a nice guy when PAGE ___________________

stated that she has not talked to ___________________ or PAGE in ___________________

PAGE became angry ___________________

On ___________________ who lives in ___________________

PAGE was out of contact with ___________________

______________________________

was and is shocked that PAGE did the shooting. She described PAGE as a calm, nice, giving guy.

______________________________

PAGE, ___________________

stated that PAGE treated ___________________ well. ___________________

stated that PAGE treated ___________________ well the few times he met her.

Investigation on 08/13/2012 at ___________________ United States (In Person)

File # 266N-MN-2440609 Date drafted 08/14/2012

by ___________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
last spoke to in never spoke again.

was familiar with and is a Hammerskin and works as a was not around much. was familiar to but she stated that he lived far away from knew as a that she met about six years ago. was not familiar with anyone by the name

knows and stated that he was never a Hammerskin. She saw him in approximately with lives in and is a member of Volksfront. stated that walked away from Volksfront. claimed that walked away from Volksfront approximately ago. also saw him at and claims he is not affiliated with anyone.

is from and is

was not familiar with She does know from was allegedly in Volksfront.

stated that previously dated a man named INU. described as a then. and walked away from Volksfront because of and Volksfront would not handle the situation properly, so left.

stated that and knew PAGE.

knew PAGE's name was "Jack Boot" on Facebook. PAGE named may live with or

did not know PAGE to be an alcoholic, but stated that PAGE lost his house and job following a Virginia DUI charge of which he was eventually was found not guilty.
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1. (U//FOUO) Polygraph of
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UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
CASE TITLE
(U) WADE MICHAEL PAGE;
AOT - WHITE SUPREMACIST EXTREMISTS

CASE / EXAMINATION SYNOPSIS
On 08/05/2012, at approximately 10:45 a.m., the Oak Creek Police Department, Oak Creek, Wisconsin, was dispatched to the Sikh Temple of Wisconsin, 7512 South Howell Avenue, Oak Creek, Wisconsin, for a report of an active shooter. An Oak Creek Police Officer responded the shooting location and subsequently engaged the shooter, Michael Wade Page, DOB 11/11/1971, in the Temple parking lot. During the altercation with Page the first responding officer was hit with several rounds from Page’s 9mm handgun. A second officer subsequently arrived on-scene and also engaged Page at which time Page was hit two times before turning his gun on himself and taking his own life. Investigation at the scene identified 7 fatalities to include Page, as well as 3 victims suffering gunshot wounds, including the Oak Creek Police Officer.
The results of this examination are located in the "Examination Results" section at the top of this report.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: FD-395

Date: 08/14/2012

Title: (U//FOUO) Polygraph

Approved By: [Signature]

Drafted By: [Signature]

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U//FOUO) Advice of Rights for [Signature]

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U) FD-395

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
LOCATION
Place: Milwaukee, WI

Date: 2012-08-13
Time: 10:18 AM

YOUR RIGHTS
Before we ask you any questions, you must understand your rights.

You have the right to remain silent.

 Anything you say can be used against you in court.

You have the right to talk to a lawyer for advice before we ask you any questions.

You have the right to have a lawyer with you during questioning.

If you cannot afford a lawyer, one will be appointed for you before any questioning if you wish.

If you decide to answer questions now without a lawyer present, you have the right to stop answering at any time.

CONSENT
I have read this statement of my rights and I understand what my rights are. At this time, I am willing to answer questions without a lawyer present.

Signed: 
Name: 

WITNESS
Witness Signature: 
Witness Name: SA

Witness Signature: 
Witness Name:
UNCLASSIFIED//FOO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: OTHER
Date: 08/14/2012

Title: (U//FOO) POLYGRAPH

Approved By: ____________________________

Drafted By: ____________________________

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U//FOO) FD-328 Consent to Polygraph

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U//FOO) FD328 Consent to Polygraph

UNCLASSIFIED//FOO

Sen 01 4DP7
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
CONSENT TO INTERVIEW WITH POLYGRAPH

INTERVIEW TYPE

|   | General | ☒ Employee - Administrative | ☒ Applicant | ☒ Employee | ☒ Task Force Member |

LOCATION

Place: Milwaukee, WI

Date: 2012-08-13

Time: 10:16 AM

AFFILIATION

Before we begin an examination by means of the polygraph in connection with Domestic Terrorism Investigation you must understand your rights.

YOUR RIGHTS

You have the right to refuse to take the polygraph test.

If you agree to take the polygraph test, you have the right to stop the test at anytime.

If you agree to take the polygraph test, you have the right to refuse to answer any individual question.

WAIVER AND CONSENT

I have read this statement of my rights and I understand what my rights are. I voluntarily agree to be examined by means of the polygraph during this interview. I understand and know what I am doing. No threats or promises have been used against me to obtain my consent to the use of the polygraph.

I understand that any attempt on my part to utilize polygraph countermeasures will be construed as purposeful non-cooperation.

With the above understanding, I agree to submit to a polygraph examination.

Examinee Signature: 

Examinee Name: 

Examiner Signature: 

Examiner Name: 

FD-328 (Revised 10-06-2009)
On August 13, 2012, Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Special Agent (SA) ________ and SA ________ received evidence from the Milwaukee Police Department (MPD), which was seized by MPD after the shooting at the Sikh Temple, located at 7512 S. Howell Avenue, Oak Creek, Wisconsin (MPD Incident Number 0012020305) on August 5, 2012. SA ________ and SA ________ received the evidence from MPD's Property building, located at 26th Street and Wisconsin Avenue in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and SA ________ returned the evidence to the fifth floor of the Milwaukee FBI office, located at 330 E. Kilbourn Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202.

MPD Property Officer ________ provided SA ________ and SA ________ with a "Release Receipt." SA ________ and SA ________ confirmed receipt of each item number listed on the "Release Receipt." After confirming receipt of the item numbers listed on the "Release Receipt," SA ________ and SA ________ signed and dated the "Release Receipt." MPD Property Officer ________ kept the original "Release Receipt" and provided SA ________ and SA ________ with a copy of the "Release Receipt" (see attachments), which included the following items:

1. Inventory number 12023131, item number 1, Oak Police Department, uniform shirt of ________
2. Inventory number 12023131, item number 5, Black tee shirt with bullet holes;
3. Inventory number 12023131, item number 6, Black mens underwear; and
4. Inventory number 12023131, item number 7, Oak Creek Police uniform pants with bullet hole.

Investigation on 08/13/2012 at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States (, Other (Receipt of MPD Property))

File # 266N-MW-2440609

by ________ Date drafted 08/13/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM INFORMATION</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC# 12023131</td>
<td>Oak Police Department, uniform shirt of</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INV 12023131</td>
<td>black tee shirt with bullet holes</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN# 0012020305</td>
<td>black mens underwear</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC# 12023131</td>
<td>Oak Creek Police uniform pants with bullet hole</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INV 12023131</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN# 0012020305</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RELEASED BY PROPERTY OFFICER: PG

SIGNATURE: [Signature]

FBI Milwaukee
330 E. Kilbourn Suite 600 - Milwaukee, WI 53202

ID PROVIDED: Other (valid ID) SEE ATTACH
To Property Custodian:

Deliver to:

Property described on Inv. #

12023105 - all
12023115 - all
12023153 - all
12023156 - all
12023303 - all

For purpose of: Release to FBI

Name

Rank: Detective

Supervisor Signature

Payroll No.

will be here on 08-09-12
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM NO</th>
<th>INV</th>
<th>IN#</th>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>STAT</th>
<th>NCIC CODE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>LAB #</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12023131 1</td>
<td>12023131</td>
<td>0012020305</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>HOLD</td>
<td>PCL</td>
<td>SHIRT Oak Police Department, uniform shirt of</td>
<td>TEMPWHIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12023131 5</td>
<td>12023131</td>
<td>0012020305</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>HOLD</td>
<td>PCL</td>
<td>TSHIRT black tee shirt with bullet holes</td>
<td>TEMPWHIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12023131 6</td>
<td>12023131</td>
<td>0012020305</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>HOLD</td>
<td>PCL</td>
<td>black mens underwear</td>
<td>TEMPWHIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12023131 7</td>
<td>12023131</td>
<td>0012020305</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>HOLD</td>
<td>PCL</td>
<td>PANTS Oak Creek Police uniform pants with bullet hole</td>
<td>TEMPWHIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of entry 08/10/2012

[Redacted] date of birth [Redacted] social security account number [Redacted] cellular telephone number [Redacted] address of [Redacted]

Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53221 was interviewed at his residence. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, [Redacted] provided the following information:

On August 8, 2012, at approximately 7:25 p.m., [Redacted] was driving east bound on I-94 from the State Fair grounds toward downtown Milwaukee, Wisconsin. At approximately 25th Street, [Redacted] observed the subject, who was driving a dark green vehicle, which resembled a van, drive past [Redacted]

Soon after the subject drove past [Redacted] the subject slowed down and motioned to [Redacted] to slow down as well. [Redacted] slowed down and rolled down his passenger side window because the subject was on his right side. [Redacted] thought that the subject might be asking for directions. Immediately after [Redacted] rolled down his window, the subject made a gun gesture with both of his hands and simultaneously made noises that sounded like a gun firing.

In addition, the subject moved his hands as though he was cutting his throat.

In response, [Redacted] asked the subject what was wrong with him, to which the subject said "we will kill all of you." The subject then proceeded to point to the business sign on the driver side of the vehicle to show [Redacted] who he was. [Redacted] informed the subject that he was going to call 911, at which point, the subject drove away quickly. [Redacted] called the police department and reported the subject's license plate. [Redacted] believed the entire interaction was about thirty seconds long.

[Redacted] was shown three different photographs of an individual named [Redacted] (see attachments); however, [Redacted] was not entirely certain that the photographs were the subject and [Redacted] wanted to make sure he identified the correct individual.

The subject had [Redacted] The subject was wearing a sleeveless shirt, which was [Redacted] The subject also had a goatee similar in color to [Redacted] in the second photograph (see Attachments). The subject was not wearing a hat or sunglasses. The subject appeared to be about [Redacted] years old,

Investigation on 08/10/2012 at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File # 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/10/2012

by [Redacted] This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
muscular, and approximately 170 pounds. said the subject looked like a "tough guy."

Once heard the subject say that he would "kill all of you," immediately thought that it must be the same shooter from the Oak Creek shooting or that it was a member of the same group as the shooter in Oak Creek. believed that the subject appeared to be a little smaller than the shooter from Oak Creek. Since thought the subject might be a member of the same group, he decided to call the police and report it right away, which he did. provided 911 with the license plate number of the subject's vehicle but was unable to read the sign on the driver side of the subject's vehicle.

stated that he was not angry about this interaction with the subject but that he was more afraid. If the subject had a gun, the subject could have shot five or six times. It would have been very easy for the subject to have killed someone, if he had a gun. All he would have to do is slow down and shoot.

On August 10, 2012, shortly after the in-person interview, SA called to inquire about the vehicle he was driving on August 8, 2012. provided the following information:

drove a , did not remember the license plate for , so he instructed SA to call an individual at who was driving the that drove on August 8, 2012. called and was informed by date of birth that had a Wisconsin license plate, number

also stated that he did not cut off the subject and that they were driving approximately fifty-five to sixty miles per hour or less.
5-10-12

Photo 1

Photo 2

Photo 3 - No - not built like this

Look same - he listed knowledge were of guy

He was diver - indicated swim down

Both hands

Was that 3-4 lbs

Something like this guy

Hair on chin

Little moustache

He parted to sign on his card
guatemalan white male, light brown

8-5-12, 7:35 pm

he crossed him & then Sinned down

similar but not close

mustache

smilier color facial hair

half

no glasses

around 40 years

muscular - dark hair

all 3 men appear to be the same age

or group of people - little smaller than
UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Evidence Log

Event Title: (U) Recovery of Cassette Tapes and Photographs

Date: 08/14/2012

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609

(U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists; 

Acquired By: 
on 08/05/2012

Acquired From: (U) 

Wisconsin

United States

Receipt Given?: Yes

Holding Office: MILWAUKEE

Details:

Recovery of four (4) audio cassettes and numerous photos of 

date of birth (DOB) who resides at 

Wisconsin.

Item Type Description
1B General (U) Four (4) cassette tapes titled "Deceased the Blueprint for Madness," "Terrorizer," "Purity Dilution Defection," and "Arresting Officers" and numerous photos of and unknown associates. 

Acquired On: 08/05/2012

Located By: 

UNCLASSIFIED

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) Recovery of Cassette Tapes and Photographs
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/14/2012

Location Area: 
Wisconsin
Specific Location: Basement Storage Locker

UNCLASSIFIED
Event Title: (U) Recovery of Cell Phone owned by

Date: 08/14/2012

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609
(U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Acquired By: on 08/05/2012

Acquired From: (U) United States Wisconsin

Receipt Given?: Yes

Holding Office: MILWAUKEE

Details:

Recovery of LG VM101 Cell Phone, S/N from date of birth (DOB) who resides at Wisconsin.

Item Type  Description
1B CART (U) LG VM101 Cell Phone, S/N

Acquired On: 08/05/2012
Located By:
Location Area: Wisconsin
Specific Location: Living Room Computer Table
Device Type: Other
Number of Devices Collected: 1
Title: (U) Recovery of Cell Phone owned by [Redacted]
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/14/2012
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of entry 08/14/2012

________ date of birth (DOB) ________ was interviewed at ________
After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent
and the nature of the interview, ________ provided the following information:

__ WADE MICHAEL PAGE's (PAGE) __

PAGE came to Southern California on his motorcycle, riding from North
Carolina, and shipping the belongings that he decided to move with himself.

PAGE was first introduced into the WSE movement in the year 2000, when he
met several other WSE at Hammerfest. PAGE and ________ did not believe in affiliating with any
one group. ________ and would facilitate PAGE's contacts with members of the WSE movement. Later, PAGE
would claim to be affiliated with the Hammerskins, the National Alliance
and the Volksfront. ________ thinks PAGE may have become a member of the
Hammerskins approximately one year prior to the shooting.

Investigation on 08/14/2012 at ________ United States (In Person)

File # 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/14/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
consumed. and other WSE indicated that they felt like PAGE drank an excessive amount of alcohol. This statement was very telling to drank copious amounts of alcohol, therefore in mind for other WSE to believe PAGE had an alcohol problem he must have been drinking very heavily.

PAGE never seemed overly aggressive to On one occasion

PAGE characterized PAGE as being somewhat sheepish and believes this may have been due to PAGE being on the losing end of a previous fight. noted that, like most WSE, after PAGE would get cut off in traffic or have a negative interaction with an individual of another race, PAGE would frequently go on a racially centered tirade; however, PAGE's tirades were much more mild than other WSE.

never observed any indications of manic behavior or a mood disorder, which would make PAGE prone to violence. PAGE seemed to have a reasonable grasp on the consequences of his actions and the finality of decisions. PAGE understood the reality of the WSE movement. points to this understanding with a story wherein

characterized PAGE's speech and opinions as being consistent if not more mild than other WSE.

have expressed surprise at PAGE's actions.

does not believe that anyone who knew PAGE would be comfortable speaking with the FBI,
VF PAGE said he drove his motorcycle out of N.C. had some stuff stolen.

D hooked up with guys at Hammerfest in 2000.

D didn't believe in affiliating with a group. Any PAGE did not.

D would facilitate PAGE's contact with folks.

D PAGE claimed affiliation with Hammer Skins - matched in 2011?

N/A

VF
May have become a menace 2 months ago. Used to be loud and aggressive. Felt like pace wanted too much. Would talk aggressively but saw no aggression. Page never seemed aggressive. Pages would go into rants when cut off etc but at a lower level than others. Page had gotten into a fight but got
BEATEN, was kind of SLEEPY.

Never saw indications of manic behavior or a mood disorder. Seemed to have a reasonable grasp on consequences.

I ages speech was consistent if not more mild than the larger culture indicated they were surprised.
Probably no one would talk and said he was crazy.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of entry 08/15/2012

On August 14, 2012 at approximately 3:45PM CST, SA returned property to employee at Gamestop, 8171 South Howell Avenue, Oak Creek, WI. The following items were returned to

Xbox360 (S) console with 250 GB hard drive S/N 130802712209
Xbox360 controller
AC adapter
Set of RCA cables

Investigation on 08/14/2012 at Oak Creek, Wisconsin, United States (In Person)

File # 266N-MW-2440609

Date drafted 08/15/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: 

Date: 08/15/2012

Title: (U) 

Approved By: 

b6

b7c

b7d

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U)

***

UNCLASSIFIED
On 08/14/2012 writing agent received a disc containing 38 aerial photographs in .jpg format from Wisconsin State Patrol Trooper Milwaukee, WI 53203. Also contained on the disc was a .pdf file of the images.
UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Evidence Log

Event Title: (U) Property and/or evidence found on or belonging to

Date: 08/15/2012

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U) Receipt from Milwaukee County Office of the Medical Examiner

Acquired By: on 08/14/2012

Acquired From: (U) Forensic Investigator
Milwaukee County Office of Medical Examiner
933 W. Highland Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233
United States

Receipt Given?: Yes

Holding Office: MILWAUKEE

Details:

On August 14, 2012 SA and SA retrieved evidence of the deceased victims from
Forensic Investigator, MILWAUKEE COUNTY OFFICE OF THE MEDICAL EXAMINER,
located at 933 West Highland Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233.

The following evidence was retrieved from at 3:00pm:

UNCLASSIFIED

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
Title: (U) Property and/or evidence found on or belonging to SITA SINGH
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/14/2012

SITA SINGH (Bag #1)

The evidence was transported to the FBI Milwaukee field office, documented and placed into evidence storage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1B General</td>
<td>(U) SITA SINGH (Bag #1):</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Acquired On: 08/14/2012
Located By: 
Location Area: Milwaukee County Office of the Medical Examiner
Specific Location: 933 W. Highland Avenue, Milwaukee, WI
UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Evidence Log

Event Title: (U) Property and/or evidence found on or belonging to RANJIT SINGH

Date: 08/15/2012

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609

(U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U) Receipt from Milwaukee County of the Medical Examiner

Acquired By: 
on 08/14/2012

Acquired From: (U) Forensic Investigator

Milwaukee County Office of the Medical Examiner
933 W. Highland Ave.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233
United States

Receipt Given?: Yes

Holding Office: MILWAUKEE

Details:

On August 14, 2012 SA and SA retrieved evidence of the deceased victims from Forensic Investigator, MILWAUKEE COUNTY OFFICE OF THE MEDICAL EXAMINER, located at 933 West Highland Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233.

The following evidence was retrieved from at 3:00pm:

UNCLASSIFIED

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
Title: (U) Property and/or evidence found on or belonging to RANJIT SINGH
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/14/2012

RANJIT SINGH (Bag #3)

The evidence was transported to the FBI Milwaukee field office, documented and placed into evidence storage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1B General</td>
<td>(U) RANJIT SINGH (Bag #3):</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Acquired On: 08/14/2012
Located By: 
Location Area: Milwaukee County Office of the Medical Examiner
Specific Location: 933 W. Highland Ave., Milwaukee, WI
Event Title: (U) Property and/or evidence found on or belonging to
Date: 08/15/2012

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U) Receipt from Milwaukee County Office of the Medical Examiner

Acquired By: on 08/14/2012

Acquired From: (U) Forensic Investigator
Milwaukee County Office of Medical Examiner
933 W. Milwaukee Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233
United States

Receipt Given?: Yes

Holding Office: MILWAUKEE

Details:
On August 14, 2012 SA and SA retrieved evidence of the deceased victims from Forensic Investigator, MILWAUKEE COUNTY OFFICE OF THE MEDICAL EXAMINER, located at 933 West Highland Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53233.

The following evidence was retrieved from at 3:00pm:

UNCLASSIFIED

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) Property and/or evidence found on or belonging to [blank]

Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/14/2012

(Bag #2):

The evidence was transported to the FBI Milwaukee field office, documented and placed into evidence storage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1B General</td>
<td>(U) (Bag #2): [blank]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Acquired On: 08/14/2012
Located By: [blank]
Location Area: Milwaukee County Office of the Medical Examiner
Specific Location: 933 W. Highland Ave., Milwaukee, WI

**
On 08/10/2012, at approximately 12:45PM, [redacted], hereafter referred to as [redacted], date of birth (DOB) [redacted], Social Security Number (SSN) [redacted], cellular telephone number [redacted], was interviewed at her residence located at [redacted]. After being advised of the identities of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, [redacted] provided the following information:

[redacted] has been at her current residence for approximately [redacted] previously resided at [redacted]. [redacted] described her relationship with [redacted] as [redacted].

[redacted] met WADE MICHAEL PAGE [redacted] described PAGE as a soft-spoken man who dressed "trendy." [redacted] recalled PAGE wore black rimmed glasses, black cargo-styled shorts, and black, military-styled boots [redacted] observed tattoos on PAGE's arms but did not recognize any tattoos associated with the white supremacy movement. PAGE was very polite and quiet during the visit.

[redacted] was unaware of PAGE's social/political views. [redacted] never discussed PAGE's views [redacted] never discussed any white supremacist views with [redacted].

[redacted] recalled [redacted] PAGE being on the computer excessively, [redacted] described PAGE's behavior as obsessive on the computer. In addition, [redacted] PAGE's band being a "joke."

[redacted] first heard about the shooting on television and not from [redacted] never called or spoke to [redacted] about the shooting. Approximately
prior to PAGE's shooting incident, PAGE informed interviewers she is willing to cooperate in the future.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of entry 08/15/2012

[Redacted] aka. _______ white male, date of birth [Redacted] was interviewed at [Redacted] at [Redacted] After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, [Redacted] provided the following information:

[Redacted]

[Redacted] advised that he knew Wade Michael Page, the individual who was killed after shooting and killing a number of persons at a Sikh temple in Wisconsin earlier this month.

Investigation on 08/15/2012 at [Redacted] United States (In Person)

File # 266N-MN-2440609 Date drafted 08/15/2012

by [Redacted]

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

Serial 420
explained that he had heard of Wade Page a number of years before he actually met Page in person. recalled that Page was in a California band called Youyeland. stated that he first met Page in person approximately ago through . At the time, Page was living in Fayetteville, NC area, and had contact with area. Page was introduced to including Soon Page was involved in

explained that 

Page, (real name not recalled), whom advised was not a skinhead.

advised that Page later got arrested for DUI, which resulted in his losing his Commercial Driver's License (CDL), which in turn resulted in Page's losing his truck driving job. Prior to Page's losing his job, advised that Page had money. On more than one occasion, 

At the time, Page had quality musical equipment and a number of guns. advised that Page had shotguns and rifles, but did not recall Page ever having automatic weapons. After Page lost his job, he began having financial problems. Ultimately, Page relocated to Wisconsin.

advised that his last face to face contact with Page was in At this time, Page was and seemed quite happy.
advised that his last telephonic contacts with Page would have been around During these last phone calls, found Page to be happy and content. At the time, Page was Page told that he was regularly traveling to Chicago, Illinois, and interacting with the Northern Hammerskins (not same as Confederate Hammerskins). did not know who was interacting with in Chicago or in Wisconsin. advised that he and Page called each other. could not recall Page's phone number, indicating that he had Page's number instead programmed into his cell phone.

advised that he never heard anything in advance from Page directly, or indirectly, to cause to believe that Page would commit such a violent act.

Although advised that he had no prior notice that Page would commit such an attack, did offer an explanation as to why Page attacked the Sikh temple. advised that he heard after the attack that sometime before the attack, and Page was cut off (or cut himself off) with the Hammerskins. Per believes that Page picked the Sikh temple not for any specific hatred towards Sikhs, but as a random act of violence against a non-white group to prove Page's loyalty to the cause, and further because
advised that he never heard Page specifically direct hatred or comments towards Sikhs. further advised that Page was smart enough to know the difference between Muslims and Sikhs. figured that Page probably would have preferred to attack Muslims, but another non-white group was sufficient for purposes of a suicidal attack (death by cop) for the above theorized purpose(s).

had no specifics to support his theory, but did indicate that the information relating to was shown by interviewing agent, advised that is the same as

advised that after the Page attack, he understood that the FBI spoke to and others who knew Page when Page

advised that he had nothing else to offer in regards to Page and Page's attack on the Sikh temple.
On 08/15/2012, interviewing agent reviewed

listed a home address of  He is
further listed as a white male, DOB:  SSAN of and
He is listed as

These records have also been placed into the IA section of the file.

Investigation on 08/15/2012 at United States (In Person)

File # 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/15/2012

by

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

Serial 421
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: 

Title: (U) 

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) 

******

UNCLASSIFIED
Reference

was interviewed on 8/10/2012 in regards to telephone number 414-489-0107 (See interview FD-302 reference in ).

advised that the number was previously used by him from 2008-2009 when he worked Bodner Properties located at 2700 Adams Court, Cudahy, Wisconsin. advised that 414-489-0107 was used as a contact number for the general public to contact Bodner Properties regarding rental properties advised that 414-489-0107 was posted on a sign in front of the properties located at Cudahy, WI.

On 8/10/2012 located a notebook in FBI evidence which formerly belonged to subject WADE MICHAEL PAGE. The notebook was seized as evidence by ATF Special Agent from PAGE's former employer, Lucas Milhaupt, on 8/5/2012. The notebook was part of PAGE's property left in PAGE's work locker at Lucas Milhaupt. located a page in the notebook which contained what appears to be prospective apartment rental information. In the middle of the page was an entry which read:

"2nd Place, $700, Com Laundry, Bad Neighbors, No Garage, Central A/C, Close to work."

A copy of the notebook page is attached and made part of this FD-302.
July 1400
Aug 1400
Sep - 2100 + deposit 1000 + furniture 300
6200
11 weeks

Access from trailer park

1st Place $950 No Central A/C - Expensive
Will A/C garage lower unit
Big nice

2nd Place $700 Bad neighbors No Garage
Central A/C Close to work

3rd place $950 No Garage/Traffic too heavy
Big/new cool + Central A/C

No D